Press release

TVH Consulting continues its development abroad
and enters the Czech Republic through its partner
AutoCont
Paris, March xx, 2011 – TVH Consulting, a company specializing in ERP solution
consulting, implementation and support, has signed a strategic partnership with
Czech company AutoCont. This partnership makes AutoCont the ADAX© (Advanced
Distribution for Microsoft Dynamics AX) solution distributor for the Czech Republic.
This solution was developed by TVH Consulting and built on the Microsoft ERP
Dynamics AX platform. TVH Consulting thus continues its international growth
through this partnership, and AutoCont joins TVH Consulting’s eight partners that
are experiencing strong development centered around the ADAX solution.

The partnership contract covers AutoCont's distribution of the ADAX© (Advanced Distribution for
Microsoft Dynamics AX) solution, which is dedicated to the multi-channel distribution, verticalized
on several sectors: the food industry, cosmetics-pharmaceuticals, building material suppliers,
fashion, consumer-packaged goods and office equipment. ADAX© is aimed at companies looking
to develop their business through various sales channels. Without being exhaustive, some
examples include Web channels, field and stationery sales forces, contact centers, privatelyowned stores, specialized distribution networks, retail distribution, etc.
Strongly present in the Czech Republic with several regional offices, AutoCont provides its
expertise to more than a hundred customers from all business sectors.
“With AutoCont, our ADAX© solution is now available in the Czech Republic, and in all of Eastern
Europe at a broader scale," states Alain Elfassi, TVH Consulting International Development
Manager. “We have found a partner in AutoCont that embodies our values. This partnership is part
of TVH Consulting’s continuing development strategy abroad, which is to create a network of
strong partners that have been selected for their business knowledge to deploy and provide
support for our solution in the most efficient manner possible."

***************
About TVH Consulting:
Founded in 2003, TVH Consulting is an independent company specializing in information systems
consulting, implementation, integration and support using major international ERP software
solutions. Generating revenue of €13 million in 2010, the company now has nearly 100 staff,
including seasoned consultants and project managers that have gained solid experience in
business expertise, both functional and technological.

With its own Research and Development center in Maisons-Laffitte, TVH Consulting develops welltargeted vertical approaches in the fields of Specialized Distribution, Fashion, Food, Project
Management, Large-Scale Retail suppliers and Multi-channel distribution.
TVH Consulting operates mainly in Europe, as well as on other continents (United States, Canada,
South Africa) through a solid network of partners. It retains full control over the management of its
projects, the support of all its installations and is fully committed to its results.
Read more at: www.tvhconsulting.com – www.adax-erp.com

About AUTOCONT:
AutoCont is a private Czech company operating in Czech and Slovak Republic. AutoCont has
successfully operated for more than 20 years in the area of provision of goods, services and
solutions in the field of information and communication technologies. The rapid development in the
first decade was boosted by producing our own brand of personal computers and systematically
building up an extensive sales and servicing network in the Czech Republic. At the present time,
AutoCont entirely focuses on customers from the ranks of companies and organizations.
AutoCont’s position is traditionally strong when it comes to medium-sized commercial firms and in
the segment of large companies, finance institutions and public administration. AutoCont has
recently also developed activities focused on centralized sales for small companies and
organizations. In all these segments, AutoCont strives to establish long-term relations based on a
high level of mutual confidence.
AutoCont is part of the AutoCont Holding which consists of such companies as versity, AutoCont
Online, SIL EE or CAD Studio. In 2010 the revenues of AutoCont Holding were more than 2.8
billion CZK.
Read more at: www.autocont.com
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